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Abstract. This paper explores the context, problems, quality, and challenges of local governance in four Central Asian countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. The prime focus is on the question of whether local governments in this region perform their functions in an effective and efficient way. It looks at the four conditions – contextual, structural, institutional and human resource conditions – as factors for explaining the capacity of local governments in the region. These questions will be investigated with reference to academic literature and policy papers on the topic. The findings indicate that local governments in Central Asia do not have real capacity to adequately address the needs and concerns of citizens, as they are heavily dependent on the central government in all policy issues, be it taxation, service delivery, local development, or privatization. The study suggests that local government reform in this region is not simply a matter of introducing Western-style governance structures or granting more autonomy to local actors. It is, more importantly, about understanding local socio-political context and promoting socio-economic change.
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Introduction

This paper aims to explore the context, problems, quality, and trajectories of local governance in four Central Asian countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. More specifically, it tries to address the following two questions: (a) what local governments are supposed to do, and whether they do this in an adequate and efficient way, e.g. adequate service delivery in a varying area of policy areas; (b) how local governments do it, with regard to principles of good governance, e.g.

1 This paper covers only four Central Asian countries – Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. Turkmenistan has not been included in this study due to scarcity of data.
transparency, accountability, rule of law, voice and democratic and accountable
government, the involvement of communities and community organizations. In doing
so, the paper looks at the four conditions – contextual, structural, institutional and
human resource conditions – as factors that can account for the capacity of local
governments in the region.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: In part two, I will describe the
conditions under which local government function in Central Asia, focusing on their
service responsibilities, financial situation, internal structure and human resource
conditions. This will help us discern the varying contexts in which local governments
function in the region. Part three discusses the actual service delivery capacity of
local governments and presents the main trends and challenges local governments
face in the region. Part four draws out the implications of the study for scholarly
debates on local government reform, and highlights the most important findings of the
study.

The Conditions under which Local Government Function in Central
Asia

This section covers the following two issues: (a) the actual tasks and
responsibilities of local governments in Central Asia; (b) the conditions under which
local government function in the region. First, I describe the national differences and
commonalities with regard to history, socio-economic indicators, administrative
culture, service delivery, and human resource conditions. Second, I present the
internal structure of local governments in order to explain the position of local
government vis-a-vis the central government.

National Differences and Commonalities

Unlike Europe, where the European Charter of Local Self-government provides a
unifying governance structure for all the member of the Council of Europe [see e.g.
19], there is no such unifying embodiment of decentralization principles in Central
Asia that provides venue for local government representatives and policy-makers to
exchange knowledge and good practices at a regional level [33]2. However, one can
argue that the unifying governance structure for Central Asian countries is probably
the existence of similar administrative culture and institutions that they all inherited
from the Soviet Union. Notably, Central Asian countries did not exist in their present
form as independent nation-states before they were incorporated into the Russian
empire during the late nineteenth century [26]. Three Uzbek khanates (the Khiva

---

2 There is only one soft-law instrument – the Model Legal Act of the Interparliamentary
Assembly of CIS Countries on Common Principles of Local Self-government Organization
(24 November 1995) – that provides some sort of unifying governance structure for post-
Soviet countries. But this document has virtually no effect on local governance trajectories in
the region, merely having a symbolical value.
Khanate, the Kokand Khanate, and the Bukharan emirate) controlled most of the territory of contemporary Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan (*ibid.*). However, khans (rulers) had a limited power to control and mold the behavior of regional leaders [23; 24; 49; 55; 56; 84; 91]. Most of the contemporary forms of territorial power relations (i.e. central-local government relations) had been developed during the Soviet era. Hence, Central Asian countries share the following common characteristics:

- Resilience of the Soviet administrative traditions [e.g. 73; 71];
- Authoritarianism and centralization of power in the center [e.g. 62];
- Clientelistic culture, collectivism, and substantial influence of clans and elites, based on family, kinship, and business relationships, on policy processes and decisions [e.g. 93; 20; 85; 57; 58; 92; 98; 103; 104; 105; 106];
- Islamic public administration legacy [32; 41; 27; 28; 51; 107];
- They are unitary states and have a multi-level administrative system in which the provinces (oblast, viloyat) include smaller districts (raions, nohiya), which in turn districts consist of rural and urban settlements, and the largest cities have the status of province or district [86];
- The central government appoints the heads of local governments and the governors (akims, hokims, hyakims) serve as representatives of the president and central government and heads of regional executive bodies.

Considering the existence of so many similarities one might assume that local government structures and conditions in Central Asia would not differ significantly, but this is not the case. As will be shown below, in post-Soviet period each Central Asian country has designed its local governance reforms independently, reckoning with its local socio-political context, economic conditions, history, culture, and administrative traditions.

The first line of division is the wealth and socio-economic indicators of the countries. Kazakhstan has the highest GDP per capita in the region, largely due to its abundant mineral resources [92]. Turkmenistan, possessing enormous gas resources, also has relatively high GDP per capita [92]. Uzbekistan, with its fairly industrialized economy and mineral resources, has better socio-economic indicators than the two poorest countries of the region, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan [57]. When discussing the capacity of local governments in Central Asia, one may also look at the Human Development Index (HDI) of the United Nations (UNDP 2014), which provides important data about the level and quality of education, health and living standards in the region. The country with the highest HDI-scores in the region is Kazakhstan (0.757), followed by Turkmenistan (0.698) and Uzbekistan (0.661). Kyrgyzstan (0.628) and Tajikistan (0.607) have the lowest HDI indicators in the region. This index is useful tool for explaining and comparing the service delivery capacity of local governments in the region.

We can also observe certain differences when it comes to civil service reform trajectories. Kazakhstan is the only country in the region that adopted Western style
professional civil service system (Kazakh Civil Service Law, 2000), dividing civil servants into political and administrative employees [31]. Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan also adopted laws on Civil Service but they do not make any distinction between political and administrative civil service positions [3; 47]. Uzbekistan’s case is peculiar as it does not have a law on civil servants; instead, the public service system and the status of government employees are regulated by the Labor Code [11; 34; 1]. In theory, local government employees in all four Central Asian countries must be hired on a meritocratic basis through the open competition, considering such qualification requirements as education, work experience, knowledge of state and foreign languages, and knowledge of laws. Civil servants are evaluated periodically, every three to five years. Each country has a National Academy of Public Administration, which is responsible for establishing the national standards for civil service and carries out advanced training of personnel for public administration.

**Main Responsibilities of Local Governments**

The tasks decentralized to local governments in Central Asian countries include environmental protection, prevention of natural and technological accidents, fire protection, public sanitation, public order and security, local economic and social development, culture, tourism, sports, maintenance of leisure facilities, communal services (e.g. water, gas, electricity, heat supply, waste management, sewerage, engineering infrastructures), construction, maintenance and repair of local roads, public transport, support of employment and job creation, and development of small and medium enterprises. In Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, local governments are responsible mainly for providing social assistance to the needy families. Most of the social protection programs (e.g. pensions, unemployment benefits, maternity benefits, veterans, child benefits) are primarily financed by the state budget and administered by the territorial divisions of the state agencies responsible for social protection [3; 47; 64; 37]. Uzbekistan is a special case in this regard as the community-based organizations, mahallas have been charged with the administration and targeting of state social welfare benefits, such as child benefits, maternity benefits, and social assistance to the low-income families, families with children under sixteen and single mothers with children under two [22; 11; 74]. Funding for these programs is established centrally as part of consolidated budget expenditures, which in turn is transferred to the mahalla committees [ibid.]. The rest of social protection programs (e.g. pensions, benefits to veterans of the war) are the responsibility of district/city level units of the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection [11].

In Kazakhstan and Tajikistan, local governments are responsible for financing and provision of health care services and the central government finances only national public health programs, e.g. the centralized purchase of vaccines, preventing and mitigating dangerous infections, collecting the supply of blood and sanitary and epidemiological monitoring [64; 76]. In Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, health care services are primarily financed by the central budget and administered by territorial
structures of respective ministry. The local government is merely responsible for the maintenance and renovation of health care institutions [3; 11]. For instance, in Uzbekistan, central government takes care of health care services through regional, district and city level health care management bodies of the Ministry of Health, while in Kyrgyzstan, medical service providers receive funding from the state and the mandatory medical insurance fund and medical institutions are compensated in proportion to the number of people that they serve. There is a growing tendency towards privatization of health care services, particularly in Kazakhstan and partly in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. For example, most health care services in Kazakhstan are provided by private medical institutions [64]. Special case in this respect is Uzbekistan where almost all health care services are provided by public authorities.

Countries also vary in relation to financing and administration of basic education. Local governments are primarily responsible for financing school education in Kazakhstan and Tajikistan [47; 64], whereas in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan the schooling is a joint responsibility of the central and local government in the sense that the local educational departments of the Ministry of Education pays teachers’ wages and oversees administrative control and other expenditures such as school maintenance are covered by the local budget [3; 11].

The Internal Structure of Local Government

All Central Asian countries have inherited similar local government system from the Soviet Union, which consists of a local state administration (administrative body) and an elected local council (legislative body) at provincial (oblast) and district (raion) level [40]. The period for which the appointment/election is valid varies between four (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan) and five (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan) years. The local administration represents the state executive and regulatory body at the oblast, raion or city levels and implements policies of the president and central government in provinces. The heads of local state administrations are all appointed by the central government, subject to [symbolical] approval of the corresponding councils [3; 11; 47; 64]. More specifically, in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, the president appoints regional (oblast-level) governors; oblast governors in turn appoint governors in districts and cities of oblast subordination [11; 64]. District and city governors are accountable to the regional governor, who in turn is accountable to the president [ibid.]. However, in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, the president has the authority to appoint and dismiss the governors of regions, districts and towns, thus making both district and region-level governors directly accountable to the president [3; 2]. Hence, local governors (e.g. district-level governors) often experience double or even triple subordination, being accountable to the president, central government and regional governor.

Local councils, running alongside local administrations, are main local ‘legislative’ bodies, which are elected by the inhabitants of the respective administrative-territorial unit through general, equal and direct vote [3; 11; 47; 64]. As elected bodies local councils are expected to express and realize the will of the
citizens in the respective administrative-territorial units. In theory, local councils can exert some influence over their respective administrative bodies. For example, in Kazakhstan, they have the authority to pass a vote of no confidence in the head of local state administration by a majority of two-thirds of all members and to request his or her dismissal from office from the president or superior governor (article 87 of the Kazakh Constitution) [64]. However, this is not the case in practice as the heads of local administration enjoy absolute power in the management of local affairs. [e.g. 86]. As all governors are appointed, local councils cannot exert significant influence on governors. Even though governors periodically report to the local council on the current situation of the territory, this process is of mainly a symbolical nature [3; 11; 47; 64]. The situation is especially problematic in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan where the governors of the regional, city or district state administration simultaneously exercise executive authority and serve as local council chairmen [11; 47]. This means it is very difficult to distinguish between the functions of local state administration and local self-government bodies, since the same individual, i.e. governor heads both branches of power.

In addition to regional and district state administrations, there are also sub-district level governance structures in towns and rural areas. These sub-district structures were part of state farms, collective farms and enterprises during the Soviet era, but shortly after independency all four Central Asian countries, coming on the heels of global decentralization and good governance discourse, have revamped these structures, assigning them new legal status as ‘local self-government bodies of citizens’ [40]. Sub-district level self-government institutions are called aiył okmotu in Kyrgyzstan, aul in Kazakhstan, jamoat in Tajikistan and mahalla committees in Uzbekistan. Although they are called differently, their responsibilities and conditions are quite similar in the sense that they assist district/town administrations in implementing local development projects, collecting taxes, administering social welfare programs, maintaining and repairing roads, disposing of waste, ensuring security and order, removing garbage, maintaining playgrounds and sports fields, and many other tasks that are of local importance [e.g. 3; 11; 47; 82; 112; 7]. Similarities can also be found when we look at the financial conditions and position of sub-district self-governments vis-a-vis higher level administrations: (a) the chairmen of sub-district self-governments report to the head of district or town administrations; (b) sub-district self-governments do not have solid financial base and are entirely dependent on budget allocations from district/town administrations, voluntary labor and individual donations. This means local self-governance institutions do not have real capacity to act as sites of local democracy and participation, merely serving as a sub-district extension of local state administrations.

The lowest tier in the system of local government is a traditional community-based (pre-Soviet) governance structures. There are various types and forms of community-based structures, such as community-based alternative dispute resolution mechanism (e.g. Aksakal court in Kyrgyzstan, Aksakal reconciliation in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, Council of Aksakals in Kazakhstan), informal community gathering
(e.g. kurultai in Kyrgyzstan, informal mahalla gathering in Uzbekistan, guzar and tabagy in Tajikistan), community-based voluntary work (e.g. assar in Kazakhstan, hashar in Uzbekistan) and religious organizations (mosque, especially in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan). The analysis of scholarly literature shows that for many Central Asians traditional community-based structures are more legitimate and easily accessible than the formal state structures [e.g. 94; 41; 97; 63; 30; 69; 48; 5; 89; 103; 105; 106; 105; 50; 13].

Local Government Situation in Central Asia

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Central Asian countries embarked on the highly complex task of reforming their public administration systems. Under the influence of global decentralization and good governance agenda, Central Asian countries proclaimed their commitment to the ideals of democracy, human rights, market economy, and rule of law. The implementation of these commitments however proved to be a daunting task, since each of these countries had to deal with their Soviet legacy and internal power structures, i.e. weak state institutions, poorly developed national identities, and entrenched sub-national political networks [73; 84]. In all four Central Asian republics, the relationship between local state administration and central government is often based on subordinate relations rather than on mutual cooperation. The system of local public administration in Central Asian countries continues to remain highly dependent on the center, justified by the ruling elites as a necessity for maintaining political stability and territorial integrity during the transition period [23; 3; 86; 60; 45; 38; 88].

One possible inference is that the absence of real administrative reforms in Central Asia could be explained with reference to ruling elites’ perception of local self-government. Hence, local self-government is interpreted merely in terms of citizens’ active participation in local government, but other key condition for local self-government, i.e. autonomy of local self-government structures from the state, is largely neglected or seen as a destabilizing factor that undermines public order and security [e.g. 70; 45; 57]. Similar hierarchical patterns can also be found when it comes to the relations between local executive bodies and local councils. As studies indicate, the most powerful actor in the local government, be it at the district, city or regional level, is a governor, who is appointed by the central government and primarily accountable to the country’s president. Local councils merely serve as a symbol of local level legislative bodies, but in practice local governor is the main power breaker [3; 11; 47; 64].

Although local governments in all four Central Asian countries function in a similar environment, some differences exist among Central Asian countries when we measure the scope of reforms they have undertaken, at least from the point of view of formal reforms (i.e. de-jure decentralization). In this regard, Kazakhstan is the most active reformer in the region, since it carried out substantial reforms at the local level by holding pilot election of governors, establishing Western style civil service system, and privatizing some of the public services. Kyrgyzstan has also taken some steps
towards greater local autonomy by holding local elections for village and town governors. In comparison to Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, other Central Asian countries have undertaken less reforms due to political turmoil (e.g. Tajikistan), or reform paths they have chosen have been largely conservative in nature (Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan). For instance, Uzbekistan showed less willingness to undertake neoliberal reforms, retaining the state as the key actor and manager in the economy. Due to the outbreak of civil war shortly after independence, no significant reforms were undertaken in Tajikistan in the 1990s and some forms of first-generation reforms started to come only after 2000. Nevertheless, Tajikistan seems to be more open to reform initiatives than Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Perlman and Gleason (2007) suggest that administrative reform in Central Asia is to a great extent an outcome of external pressure from international organizations, than of internal political shifts. Hence, one explanation for the variance in reform paths in the region is that countries that were dependent on foreign direct investment and development aid were more prone to initiate reforms.

The above suggests that local government in Central Asia functions in a rather complex socio-political environment dominated by powerful internal hierarchies. Public administration systems of Central Asian countries can hardly been regarded ‘decentralized’ in the sense that the local governments are heavily dependent on central government [see e.g. 57; 92; 43]. Even in Kazakhstan, where government has been ambitiously introducing Western style public administration structures, the administrative reforms are often illogical, barely implemented and deviations from formal requirements have become commonplace [18; 57; 31]. All in all, Central Asian countries share similar characteristics in terms of their institutional underdevelopment, centralization of power, scarcity of economic resources (with the exception of Kazakhstan), and the dominance of informal processes and structures. Due to their Soviet legacy and administrative traditions, the processes and attempts of decentralization are slow and face strong resistance from various power structures. Accordingly, local governments continue to remain dependent on the center in all matters and from the point of political, administrative and financial decentralization. These deficiencies are due to combination of many factors, such as path dependencies, dominance of informal institutions, authoritarian political culture, wealth and socio-economic indicators, weak local legislative bodies and geopolitical situation of the region. The question is how these similarities and differences influence the challenges and opportunities local governments in Central Asia face. Accordingly, in the next section the main challenges and problems of local government in Central Asia will be presented.

**The Capacity of Local Government in Central Asia**

This section aims addresses the following two questions: (a) How do local governments in Central Asia perform, with regard to service delivery and good governance? (b) What are the main challenges that local governments face? First, I will provide a brief assessment of the capacity of local government in Central Asia,
focusing on the quality of service delivery and satisfaction and opinion of citizens about local government.

One of the most important criteria used by the citizens to assess the performance of local governments is the quality and accessibility of local public services [86]. However, there are only few studies that can provide some data on citizens’ satisfaction with local public services in Central Asia. In Kazakhstan, as Wilson et al. (2002) found, quality of services provided by local government in general do not meet the standards desired by service users, as 51 per cent of respondents stated that they are not satisfied with the quality of services provided by local government. Another pertinent literature is Neema Noori’s [80] study of decentralization processes in Uzbekistan. As Noori argues, decentralization had a negative impact on public service delivery in Uzbekistan, as it was not accompanied by corresponding resources and consequently worsened the quality and accessibility of public services. Interestingly enough, most citizens in Kyrgyzstan are aware of the problematic financial situation of local governments and hence they rarely put pressure on them to address their needs and problems [8].

One common tendency in the region is that central government delegates enormous service delivery responsibilities to local governments without providing adequate funding [3; 80; 8; 48; 76; 84; 66]. Thus, local governments assume huge service delivery responsibilities without having sufficient resources to implement them. In Kazakhstan, for example, the central government legally absolved itself of the social welfare obligations by transferring them to regional governments, but without providing sufficient revenue basis. As a result, regional governments were not able to meet their service delivery responsibilities and had to cut back on social spending which in turn drastically deteriorated the quality of public service provision [84]. Analogous pattern can also be found in Tajikistan where local government is financially weak and the system of public services is highly unstable. For instance, many of the welfare entitlements (that the local governments (jamoats) are responsible for) are not paid at all. The health care services are available on a user-pays basis, with many people unable to get access to even the most basic services. The quality of public education is worsening. NGO’s provide some form of social assistance to the poor families, though the scope of their assistance is limited [68; 53]. One evolving trend is the emergence of civil society organizations that provided alternative forms of welfare support to the population. One of the main focus areas of civil society organizations is the health sector [35].

The situation with health care provision is also problematic. In all four Central Asian countries health care systems are highly reliant on informal forms of financing. Most patients have to make informal payments to medical professionals in order to receive proper medical treatment, even though public authorities claim that citizens are entitled to free medical care. A similar situation can also be observed in the field of education. Due to their vulnerable financial situation, local governments do not have sufficient resources to maintain local schools and provide adequate number of books or build modern sports facilities. The parents usually cover these expenditures.
One trend common to all Central Asian countries is a growing importance of traditional community-based organizations in people’s everyday life. Due to the incapacity of the state to provide adequate social services at the local level, traditional community-based structures have evolved to respond to declining state social welfare capacity in post-Soviet period, acting as a pseudo local government entity given the failure of existing regime to provide much need development in rural Uzbekistan. Another collective action in Central Asia that emerged in response to the failure of formal structures is a mass migration of labor force from Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan to Russia. This tendency is particularly visible in Tajikistan where remittances sent from Russia constitute almost half of the country’s GDP.

In the next sections, I will discuss the main trends and challenges hindering local government reform processes in the region. More specifically, I elaborate on the four core challenges: (a) problematic financial situation of local governments, (b) authoritarian regimes, (c) informal decentralization, and (d) clans and regional patronage networks

The Problematic Financial Situation of Local Governments in Central Asia

Local public finances are one of the most controversial issues on the decentralization agenda in Central Asia [86]. Studies show that local governments in the region have limited financial autonomy and are strongly dependent on the central government [23; 86; 82; 2; 38; 40; 71; 14; 28; 26]. Local budgets mainly consist of transfers from the central government and local tax revenues. Local budget planning is centralized and closely tied to the national budget, which implies that the revenue basis of the local budgets are determined by the central government bodies and local governments cannot independently establish tax rates or collect their own revenues through local taxes, with the exception of some insignificant local fees, taxes and duties, e.g. land tax. National budget funds are redistributed among different regions by deducting budget surpluses from regions that perform well and allocating in the form of subventions, subsidies, or equalization transfers to vulnerable regions that cannot cover their needs. The revenues collected from local taxes constitute a small portion of local government’s revenues, insufficient for covering even the basic expenses. Hence, the ability of local governments to raise their own revenues is considerably limited and they remain dependent on transfers from the central government for fulfilling their service delivery functions.

Moreover, local governments’ financial autonomy is often undermined by stipulations in various national laws that allow central government bodies to interfere directly into the most basic local government functions [86]. Therefore, they neither enjoy fiscal autonomy nor are transfers from the center sufficient to meet their service delivery needs [29; 25; 54]. Studies suggest that there is a need to introduce a new mechanism for inter-budgetary relations that provides local governments with the incentive to increase local revenues [3; 11; 86].

In their comparative study of decentralization and delivery of public services in Asia, Ghuman and Sing [39] found that decentralization improved the quality and
accessibility of public services where it was accompanied by sound financial resource base (ibid.). Similarly, one challenge common to local governments in all Central Asian countries is the gap between their economic and social functions and the meagre financial means available for their implementation. Local governments do not have sufficient resources to adequately maintain social infrastructures, majority of which was built during the Soviet period. For instance, in Uzbekistan, local governments are tasked with the responsibility to support local development, but in practice they neither have real ownership rights over local property, nor can manage local funds or material, technical and natural resources. Moreover, local governments do not have significant influence on privatization processes (with the exception of some small-scale local privatization programs), which deprives them of the possibility to generate significant revenues [11]. Special case in the region is Tajikistan where local governments possess their own source of revenue and have the right to develop and implement their own budgets own sources of revenue [3]. In spite of their relative autonomy, local governments in Tajikistan are financially very dependent on the center as the scope of their revenues is not sufficient to meet the local service delivery needs. Thus, Central Asian countries have made little or no progress in developing truly autonomous local governments.

Local Government Reform in Authoritarian Regimes

Although Central Asian ruling elites make all sorts of bold claims about their strong intention to give more autonomy to local governments, their system of administration still remains highly centralized [see e.g. 60; 86]. In Central Asia, as Saner et al. [92] argue, problems in implementing local government reforms are closely connected with the general problems with authoritarianism. Local governments are highly dependent on the central government in all levels – administratively, financially and politically. Over-dependence on central government limits the ability of local governments to support local development. Under these circumstances political and civil servants at all levels do not feel any accountability to citizens, but rather they try to meet the expectations of those who have power and authority to hire them [14; 15]. The malfunctioning local governments are mainly the outcome of centralized governments that do not delegate any real autonomy to local administrations [11]. Public participation in the local politics is almost non-existent and local elections are merely used to assert and legitimize central government’s influence in the periphery. Openness and transparency are not viewed as a norm in day-to-day operation of local administrations. Local government officials care less about informing people about their work or considering their opinions on the level and quality of public services, but they are chiefly concerned with fulfilling the orders and expectations of the central government.

The power and functions between central state agencies and local governments are ambiguously distributed, which largely derives from the deficiencies in national laws that do not clearly specify the functions and powers across various tiers of government [86; 25]. Most administrative decisions concerning district and regional
public service delivery issues are taken by the central government bodies, in which a hierarchy of power starts at the ministry, followed by ministry’s main regional department, followed by the district or city unit. Ministries control the daily activities of their territorial agencies and directly appoint their heads, in coordination (Uzbekistan) or without coordination (Kazakhstan) with the governor [11; 64], which implies that the territorial units of the ministries are accountable to their central bodies and thereby rarely coordinate with local governments.

It is assumed that local councils are more effective and interested in monitoring the activities of local government officials than distant civil servants and auditors [e.g. 9]. But this is not the case in Central Asia where local councils, despite having official status as local legislative bodies, in practice are subordinated to local state administrations. In addition, decentralization reforms do not promote local autonomy and democracy but paradoxically increase the influence of central government in local arenas. Hence, institutions of self-governance fulfil completely different functions and aims than the officially declared ones (‘institutional pseudomorphism’). One good example is a mahalla reforms in Uzbekistan that transformed mahalla into an ‘eyes and ears’ of the state, thereby expanding the reach of the state in local areas [see e.g. 44; 80]. Thus, there is very little or no understanding of the real essence of local government reform in the region. As Abdukhalilov [1] notes, in Uzbekistan administrative reforms are often understood as a cutback in staff or an attempt to save money. More importantly, administrative reforms do not contain any single paragraph about the necessity to change the hierarchical norms and mentality of managers (ibid.). Given the nature of political regimes in Central Asia it is quite understandable that local government reforms merely remain on the paper and authoritarian regimes continue to exert strict control over local government.

**Informal Decentralization**

The scholars of development studies argue that decentralization can reduce the cost of public service delivery, enhance accountability, promote local social and economic development, and decrease the level of corruption [99; 81; 83; 77; 6; 110; 36]. However, the political and socio-economic context of Central Asian countries does not fit into this narrative, as decentralization occurs in this region not because of the intentions of the center to grant autonomy to local governments, but due to the covert resistance of regional and local elites to centrally designed policies and laws [e.g. 23; 84]. Moreover, there is no sufficient infrastructure in place (e.g. effective audit and budgetary control, independent judiciary, accountability mechanisms) that can ensure the effective allocation of resources at the local and regional level [61]. Hence, in Central Asia we find qualitatively different form of decentralization that comes more often from below (i.e. the regional-local government) than from above, occurring mainly through informal rules and networks. Hence, decentralization takes on a form that is much more de facto (unofficial) than de jure (official) [e.g. 61; 62; 57]. Libman [57] defines this process ‘informal decentralization’ as it is based on informal, unwritten rules, less transparent and barely helps the formation of favorable
economic and social conditions in regions. Most sociological and anthropological studies have revealed how the regional administrations in Central Asia have strategically used the informal powers they have ‘captured’ for rent-seeking purposes rather than for promoting local social and economic development [93; 61; 45; 111; 20; 2006; 100; 57; 58; 67; 101]. Likewise, central government in Central Asian countries is more prone to limit the independent actions and autonomy of regional leaders than to decentralize authority.

Kazakhstan’s ‘informal decentralization’ experience in the 1990s deserves special attention. As Libman [57] describes, between 1991 and 1999, Kazakhstan has experienced severe economic hardships that led the regional governors to introduce their own policies partly conflicting with the central ones. Moreover, the flow of foreign direct investment into the oil-rich Western regions of the country strengthened the position of local elites vis-a-vis the center, enabling them to influence the appointment of regional governors. These developments deepened the already-existing regional disparities, since the economically successful regions were able to retain a higher portion of tax revenue generated from their territory, while regions with little revenue basis continued to receive meagre funds from the center, insufficient to meet their service delivery responsibilities. However, post-1999 economic boom changed the course and dynamics of power relations between the center and periphery. First, the center utilized the personnel selection schemes as the main tool of recentralization, appointing former members of the central government as governors. Second, the central government created new national oil company KazMunaiGaz with the aim of re-establishing control over oil and gas resources of the regions. Third, center altered the borders of some regions and moved the capital from Almaty to Astana, which resulted in the reduction of political autonomy of governors. In doing so, the central government increased the dependence of regions on budgetary transfers and succeeded in reducing the autonomy of regions in order to preserve political stability in the long term.

Some patterns of ‘informal decentralization’ have also been observed in Uzbekistan. The central government in Uzbekistan continually rotates and changes heads of regional and district governors in order to effectively centralize power and to reduce the rent-seeking practices. In spite of these strategies, regional elites and networks find various ways to bend the centrally designed policies and laws. The most pertinent literature in this respect is the case study of rent-seeking strategies among local public prosecutors in Samarkand region by Markowitz [67] in which the author illustrates how an attempt to extend state power to the regional arenas unintentionally enhanced the control of local elites over extractive processes. Ilkhamov [45] describes the conflicting economic and political interests between central government, local producers and regional elites with respect to agricultural policy. In Uzbekistan, as Ilkhamov demonstrates, the policies of central government are permanently undermined by the destabilizing claims of a recalcitrant periphery, represented by regional elites within the state apparatus. Another relevant literature is Tommaso Trevisani’s [100] article on the struggles between central government and
local elites over land use. As Trevisani describes, after independence Uzbek government was no longer able to ensure the regular payment of wages and to provide adequate public services. But at the same time central government maintained firm grip over the returns of agriculture and extracted all profits from cotton sales, thereby depriving local elites of their share of rents from the business with cotton. The reaction of local elites was to invent alternative sources of income, which they did by forcing local producers (farmers) to increase the sector of agriculture not devoted to cotton production, as this is the sector that local elites can control autonomously and that enables them to generate the rents that are no longer available through the state budget. The negative consequence of these informal measures was that local producers had to shoulder a double responsibility imposed on them by the central government and local elites.

In politically unstable countries of the region, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, where the central government is relatively weak vis-à-vis regional interests, decentralization may not only lead to more rent-seeking activities but also risk greater instability [61]. In Tajikistan, the central government faces strong resistance from regional networks and groupings. Regional leaders, having legitimacy in the local arenas, compete for access to natural, financial and administrative resources and set the rules of the game in their ‘enclaves’ [111]. Luong [59] argues that these regional interests and political identities influence the core policy processes not only in the regions, but also they manifest themselves in the decision-making at the central level.

As seen above, regional leaders have more control over the local resources in practice than they are granted on paper. However, such informal form of decentralization can hardly be seen as a positive development, since they are neither transparent nor promotes local economic and social development. The decentralization described above was not the outcome of carefully planned policies but rather it occurred largely due to inability of the center to implement adequate local development policies. Similar conclusions have also been made in recent literature on colonial administration in Africa and Asia where authors showed that devolving power to tribal chiefs and other local elites had very little to do with promoting democracy and local economic development [16; 17; 52; 75; 10; 65; 42].

Clans and Regional Patronage Networks

In all four Central Asian countries clans and regional patronage networks have a strong presence in the governing structures and dominate key political processes [23; 59; 45; 46; 111; 100; 57; 67]. The relations and behavior of bureaucrats within public administration structures are not based on formal rules, but are mainly driven by informal rules and networks. When discussing the relations between the center-periphery relations in Central Asia, some authors mention the existence of ‘informal constitution’, i.e. the system of informal rules governing relations within the elite [59; 57; 95]. Therefore, one of main challenges, influencing local government situation in Central Asia, are clans and patronage groups. Studies demonstrate that governments of Central Asian countries, even if they have accepted Western governance models
and theories, in practice, they are largely influenced by existing informal and formal structures [57; 4]. As formal state structures weakened during the post-Soviet transition, clans and patronage networks emerged as powerful political actors, vying for control over key sectors of the state and economy [93; 19; 20; 21; 2; 12; 78; 1; 46; 100; 24].

Much of the scholarly literature argues that clans have a negative influence on public administration and governance processes in Central Asia, leading to rampant corruption, favoritism, nepotism and a weak rule of law. For instance, in Tajikistan statehood and governance hardly function at grassroots level. Local governance is increasingly exercised by alliances of local social forces (big landowners, religious structures, foreign and domestic NGOs, international organizations) that provide alternative means of survival for citizens [111]. Babajanian also observes identical pattern in Kyrgyzstan where the political and economic relations between the central government and local administrations are largely based around patron-client networks [8]. Kazakhstan also shares these problems. Despite the adoption of Civil Service Law, decision-making processes and the recruitment of civil servants are largely based on personal loyalty, friendship, or blood connections [31].

Conclusion

1. There is a widespread belief that local governments are better positioned to deliver public services due to their immediate proximity to people and better awareness of the local problems than central state agencies. However, the growing body of literature argues that decentralization can exacerbate inter-regional disparities, can undermine macroeconomic and political stability and create favorable conditions for corrupt transactions and diminish economies of scope. Prud’homme argues that decentralization is a ‘potent drug’ that is better not applied when the symptoms of the disease are misinterpreted.

2. Hence, agreeing with the aforesaid literature, this article clearly demonstrates a need to consider the local context when applying global (Western-centric) governance and decentralization models in Central Asia. As shown in earlier sections, socio-political context of Central Asia largely varies from the Western one and that administrative reform initiatives produce rather different outcomes. Decentralization in Central Asia largely takes on the form of a geographically based struggle between state elites for control over access to resources. These regional power structures are less concerned with local development issues but rather they are more inclined to seek rent. Libman also claims that there is no evidence that local government reforms could be beneficial and increase the quality of public services. Likewise, further decentralization only serves to intensify the struggle among governing elites for control over sphere of influence. Consequently, any attempt to improve the quality of public administration in Central Asia should be aware of the covert power of these regional forces and that local government reform initiatives should reckon with the socio-political realities of the region.
3. As the results demonstrate, the core challenge hindering local government reform comes from the persistence of authoritarian style administrative practices. Although there have been some local government reform initiatives in the region, but they remained ‘in paper’ and had little or no effect on governance processes in the region and, while in practice local government continue to be subordinated to central government in all public policy issues, be it education sector, taxation, health care, welfare or agriculture. Therefore, local governments do not have real capacity to adequately address the needs and concerns of citizens, as they are merely concerned with implementing centrally designed policies. Tax revenue is not sufficient for fiscal autonomy of local governments and local governments heavily dependent on inter-budgetary transfers. Since local governments do not have a solid financial base and the center takes important public policy decisions, little or no possibility exists at the local level for citizens to voice their concerns about public services. One visible consequence is an emergence of alternative (to the state) decentralization strategies and citizens’ informal coping strategies. We can observe the tendency of a return to older structures of clans, lineages, extended families, and personal networks as a coping strategy. These alternative strategies are short-term solutions, have little to do with local development issues and negatively influence governance trajectories in the region. They undermine the rule of law, foster clientelistic culture and promote social hierarchies and inequalities. Hence, local government reform is not simply a matter of introducing Western-style governance structures or granting more autonomy to local actors. It is, more importantly, about understanding the local socio-political context and promoting socio-economic change.
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